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VlNdecoder Now on the Website of IAATI's European Branch
By Roman Rak and Robert Zrltbak

In April 20|4 on the http://eb-iaati.org/forum/ web portal of IAATI's European Branch, the
was successfully finalized, and it is now freely available on a long-term basis in its basic version
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Picture l The VlNexpert application is available for all IAATI members after logging in to the portal.

structure in relation to the informatton eIT:-

bedded therein by the car manufacrure:
In case of a sudden unavailabilin c. -.=

national vehicle registl}., or incorrect d::= -:

the VIN entry). VNexpert provides š=.3:-

gency services with essential intbrrn3:. _-:

necessary for emergency support at the s.š:.
of the incident.

The product's project developers maie , -
of their thirly years of experience rvith iss _-
involving vehicle identification in large-\ .,.-

ume systems and forensic experience uí]s-tai -

ering VIN number forgeries and incorre..-:

identifiers.

Fields of Usage of the Application
VlNexpert has a wide range of applicatt..:
possibilities. It was designed not onl1, tbr u_-

in eCALL, but also for large-volume vehi-
cle records registries (including national ca:
registries, insurance and leasing companie=
etc.), where it can function as a tool for man-

agement and quality control of VN num-
bers entered into any customer IS. With the

help of simple web services, the product can
easily be integrated into various customer
information systems, thus increasing/guar-
anteeing their data quality (based on practi-
cal experience, the margin of error of VN
numbers in various information systems is
between 5- II%).

implementation of VlNdecoder
for all registered members of IA{TI.
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fherefore, VlNdecoder (application name
I VlNexpert) serves all IA.IATI members

for checking the correctness of a VIN (Vehi-
cle Identification Number), which is mainly
subject to an international information
exchange about a particular vehicle among
IA,"ATI members. Currently, there are quite a

few effors in the VN records on the IAATI
web. If the logical VIN correctness is not
confirmed, the vehicle may not be found
in all searched-through records that are
checked by IA.ATI members. In this case,
negative information that a vehicle was not
found with fault attributes may misguide all
cooperating parties and the inquirer them-
selves - that is, we get information from the
records or vehicle databases that the vehicle
was "not found" (that it was not stolen,
there are no faults or any other information
available for it); however, in fact it can be
found there but the information has not been
provided to the inquirer because of a formal
enor. In other words, the user acfually asked
for a different vehicle (which is determined
by an effor in the VrD in their query to
vehicle records. Any effor in the VIN is
always to do with a vehicle identity change,
thus we work with a completely dif[erent
vehicle. Therefore, the information obtained
for it can never be relevant.

After decoding a VIN in the VlNexpert

application, the user gets on-line confirma-
tion of the formal correctness of the vIN
(including the control figure calculation, if it
is used in the VIN) and the VIN strucfure is
laid out in a way that is used by the vehicle
manufacfurer. The user is warned about any
contingent errors in the VIN and in many
cases, the correct values of the record are
oflered.

VN decoding in 1fu9 |fu{fl application
interface helps users to find eíTors in incor-
rect vINs and to correct them afterwards.
The greatest number of errors usually
occurs by just copying the 17-digit VN
identifier to the application interface or by
copying an incorrectly entered vehicle VN.

History and Role of the VlNexpert
Apptication
The product VlNexpert was developed by
the Iris Ident, s.r.o., company primarily for
use in integrated emergency systems un-
der the European-wide project, eCALL
(emergency CALL). By decoding the VIN
(Vehicle Identification Number), our goal is
to provide emergency operating centres with
basic information about vehicles involved
in a particular emergency (automobile acci-
dent, armed robbery critical changes in the
health staťus of the passengers, etc.), which
can be ascertained from the vIN number
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VlN Decoder Search Resu]ts
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TMA Hyundai i30 {GDE/GDH), Category M1

t,lodel line iseriesl Hyundai i30

ívlodel and series GLS

Body 166,1, 4 door hatchback

Restratnt system both sides - aclttle seat beli

Engtne type
D4FB. 1 582 crn3, 81 k\|,l ,@ 4 000 RPful i 94 kW,@ 4 D00

RPl,,l, L4. dtesel. CRDI TCi

Driver side and
transmission LHD t"lT

lrlodel year 2a14

,{ssernbli plant Hyundal lv|otor h'lanaÍactunng Czech :. r.o.. Nosovlce -

Ostrava. Czech republic

Sertal production

nurnbeí 095634

Production Deriod 2D12 ..

Tlv!A

Picture 2 Decoded VIN example.

Unlike other VIN number decoders, VlNexpert is designed so that
it can work with the VIN strucfure of any vehicle manufacfurer, and
so that it can recognise certain types of eíTors that arise during VIN
number data entry into information systems, and alert the typist or
audit group of the effor.

VlNexpert acfually includes VIN number data strucfures from the
year 1986. With regard to the eCALLproject, VlNexpert is first and
foremost supplied with data for passenger and light commercial ve-
hicles (category Ml, N1) that are cuffently being manufacfured and
in operation. A team of six specialists are in charge of the daily task
of updating VIN number structures in VlNexpert, as well as assessing
each user query and are constantly analysing, veriffing, and append-
ing missing information. Also, unlike other products, VlNexpert is
updated daily, and, above all, verified against data from routine usage.

The application will also be concuffently supplemented with VIN
number strucfures of other vehicle categories (Lx - motorcycles, N2
and N3 - lorries and trucks, M2 and M3 - buses; and later even cate-
gory Ox trailers, etc.).

Its specialised feafures can be utilised for forensic work such as

uncovering VIN number forgeries.

How To Use the Application
After logging in to 1hg IAATI web site, choose a VIN that you want
to decode (e.g. mark it using Ctrl-C) ( l ) and enter (Ctrl-V) or enter it
in the form field (2). Press the "Decode Vf\" button (3) in the newly
opened window and review the result using the venical and horizon-
tal scroll bar (4), see Picfure 3.
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Picture 3 Steps (l) to (4) show the basic process oíworking with
VINdecoder.

After finishing reviewing, the window with the previous query
must be closed before entering another VIN.

To become familiar with the application, try to enter e.g. the fol-
lowing VN values in the IA.ATI website and review the result:

. TMBJG7NEOE0041278

. TMBJG7NEOE004127B

. WFOMXXGCDM3J33002

. WF5MXXGCDM3J33002

. KNAGE226295321 408

. WDD1760421J003238

. WDD1760421 U003238

Recommendations for Working with the IAATI Website

Before entering a vehicle VIN to a reply in a discussion forum or hav-
ing it verified by other IAATI members, first please use VlNdecoder to
veri$ whether it is correct, and rectify any eíTors, if appropriate.

Other Ways of Working with the VlNexpert Application
Users on the web portal are connected to a remote server using a
web seruice. This web service may (similarly as here in the IAATI
portal) be implemented in any external, user application, where the
quality of the data must be checked or basic vehicle information ob-
tained based just on the VIN.

In the extended web service (not implemented in the IA,ATI por-
tal), it is possible to find out the full VIN strucfure as indicated by
individual vehicle manufacturers, i.e. allowable characters are shown
together with their meaning in the VIN strucfure - this application
paít is suitable for detailed analyses of eíTors in the VIN, forensic
purposes, etc.

Continued on Page 45



Convicted For Insurance Fraud
By Wim Dekeyser

fln November 19,20l2,Mr. VDH declared to the local police of
flrunNrrouT that his house had been burglar izedand that the

thieves had taken laptops and silverware for a considerable amount,

as well as the keys to 2 valuable BMWs (a BMW M3 and a BMW
X6) which were subsequently also taken.

From the beginning, several discrepancies were noted in the

statements of the insured. Mr. VDH, a man of Dutch nationality
but living just across the border in Belgium, operated several sauna

businesses that had known bad financial results. So, in depth inves-

tigations were carried out by the in-house detective of the insurance

company and by our specialized office.
These investigations (in close cooperation with the Federal Police

of TURNHOUT) led to interesting results: some of the items de-

clared stolen were found in the insured's possession. And the 2

BMWs turned up in RANOJARSK (4 km East of Moscow), where

they were seized by the Russian Police. The Russian "buyers" of
the cars never furned up. Further investigations revealed that the 2

BMWs were driven to RUSSIA via FINLAND and were invoiced
by means of false invoices of a German truck exporter. Further evi-

dence revealed that the cars were still in possession of Mr. VDH in
Belgium shortly after they had been declared stolen.

The Public Prosecutor of TURNHOUT charged Mr. VDH before

the Criminal Court and he was sentenced on March 25,2014 to 12

months and to pay the insurers a compensation of about 10.000.

For obvious reasons Mr. VDH has appealed this decision.

Nevertheless, this decision can be welcomed a refreshing wind in our
jurisprudence. We have all seen too many cases where the justice

system did not seem to have any interest in insurance fraud cases. A
decision like the one in TURNHOUT (rendered in just more than a

year after the event) will be a warning to all fraudsters that insurance

fraud is a serious crime and can'tbe tolerated as itjeopardizes the

interests of the honest insurance people. l

From 1974 till 1988, Wim Dekeyser worked

ío, an insurance company in Brussels, the

last years of which as Claims Manager.
Since 1988, he had worked as an indepen-
dent theít investigator specialized in the

transport & freight industry (thefts of trucks
/ trailersl cargo).
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VlNDecoder continuedfrom page 4l

Picture 4 Example of VIN
KNAGE22629 5 3 2 1 408 bre akdown for
the purpose of error searchin7,forensic
utilization, etc.

Seminar on Utilisation of the VlNexpert
Application for the Needs of IAATI
In cooperation with the preparatory

committee of the aufumn conference of
IAATI's European Branch (Almelo, The

Netherlands, from October 1 to October 3),

a workshop on matters of the VIN identifier

and VlNdecoder is being prepared for in-
terested persons. Practical demonstrations,
analyses of common effors in VIN records,
etc. will be presented there.

We believe that the VlNexpert application
on the IAATI website will help to ensure the

correctness of vINs in different information
systems, will facilitate the challenging and

responsible work of IAATI members and
help to reduce vehicle crimes or increase the

efficiency of searching for vehicles. l
Roman Rak, CEO lris
Ident CZ ( International
Registration and lden-
tification System, Czech
Republic). Roman has
worked ío, more than
28 years in car regis-
tration ICT, specializ-

ing in vehicle identification (informatics,

forensics),ío, 12 years in the police and
is the author of the first central Czech car
registry. He is an Associate Professor of
criminology and forensic engineering. He
is the author of more than ] 5 monographs
and books. Currently, he is responsible ío,

development of car identification SW (VIN-
decoder) not only ío, Czech eCALL project
and other tasks, including forensics .

Robert Zrubak, CEO,
Iris ldent Slovakia.
Until 1996, Robert
worked as a police

fficer specializing in
IT in the Ministry of
Interior oí the Slovak
Republic. He dealt with

the problems of vehicle identification and
the detection of vehicle related crime. He
worked on state scientific research for the

Police Force Academy of Slovak Republic,
which focused on prevention and detection
of vehicle crime. In ]996, he left police
and he now works as a mana7ing direc-
tor of the company Iris ldent (SK),which
provides services related to the origins of
vehicle and the authenticity of car docu-
ments in the Slovak Republic, all based
on authorization 7ranted to the company
by the Ministry oí Transport of the Slovak
Republic . (www.ko .sk) .
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